
                                                                                

Pedro Blach 

Jose Ramon Barañano 

HEC-TINA 

Spain 

 

Dear Pedro & Jose Ramon, 

 

We have had some excellent discussions, last week and earlier over the past several 

months, re: “GREEN ENERGIES” & “GREEN HYDROGEN” Sectors and their 

‘Great Potential Opportunities’ especially in India, as clearly manifested and again 

strongly reemphasized after the recent visit to the UN ( viz: ‘UNGA’ Address ), USA 

of Prime Minister Narendra Modi, where he has specifically mentioned and 

emphasized the role of India as a ‘Global Green Hydrogen Production Hub’.  

 

Through this letter, we would like to confirm the ‘STING Interest and Intent’ to enter 

into a ‘Formal Collaborative Agreement’ with HEC-TINA/ Any other SPV, to 

promote and progress these “Indo – Spanish – USA : ‘Green Energies’, ‘Green 

Hydrogen’ , ‘Green Ammonia’  Production & Global Market Development 

Opportunities Strategies & Programs”. 

 

STING are already interacting with the Government in the contexts of : 

“Convergence@360” programs for ‘Digital and Societal Transformations’ and 

have considerable experience and knowledge about the entire ‘Renewable 

Energies Sectors’ [ viz : Country’s first SPV (solar photovoltaic) projects – 

hybrid lighting pumping systems in villages ; Wind Farms ; Solar Thermal Milk 

Chilling Plant] in late 1980’s, when we had also been suggesting to the government 

of India at the highest political levels – the great potential benefits and indeed ‘future 

imperatives’ of moving towards major scope and scale ‘Green Energies and 

Hydrogen Economy’ strategies and (Px ) programs. 

 

PM Modi had in fact recently specifically mentioned about launching the ‘National 

Green Hydrogen Mission’ in his latest Independence Day speech. 

 



As a consequence of the overall ‘STING Vision : Convergence@360’ we are 

already interacting with the specific and most relevant ministries and agencies 

including Ministry of New and Renewable Energy (MNRE) ; ‘NITI Aayog’ 

(National Think Tank, wherein the PM is the CEO ); Ministry of Rural Development 

etc. The ‘Partnership, Support and Facilitation’ from these relevant ministries and 

agencies would be crucial for optimal program implementation and exponential 

improvement of ‘Program Valuation’ with potential collaborators / investors etc. 

‘STING : Convergence@360’ 

As we have already been comprehensively explaining in our earlier conversations, 

STING are ‘Orchestrating STING Convergence Coalitions', which are entirely 

oriented towards the promotion and acceleration of the currently massively lagging - 

yet, critically important, indeed crucial “Global ‘SDG’ Goals & Objectives : 

Solutions, Implementation Strategies and their overall associated ‘Local’, 

‘Regional’, ‘Continental’ complete Fulfilment Programs.  

 

STING : Convergence@360 are entirely paradigm-shifting programs for these 

“Global ‘SDG’ Goals: Solutions, Implementation, Fulfilment Programs”, which 

are proposed to be implemented through “Public-Private Partnerships”(‘PPP’) with 

the Government of India (‘GOI’) : Ministries, Agencies and Public Sector Entities, 

together with a world-leading “Coalition of National and International Technology and 

Investment Partners”. 

 

Conclusion: 

In these overall CX (‘Collaborative Communication Convergence’) Coalitions contexts 

with the government and potential investors it would be ‘opportunistic and more 

feasible’ for us to develop an cost effective proposal, especially within the contexts of 

‘National Hydrogen Mission’, which was recently announced by the Prime Minister 

last month as a National Priority Program and would consequently enable 

‘substantial support’ from both the government (eg PLI Scheme) and investors, 

technology partners etc. 

 

In conclusion, as discussed, we need to immediately finalize our own ‘internal 

collaborative arrangements’ and strategic agreements to most expeditiously 

pursue this program successfully with both the ‘Government of India’ and also 

potential Industry ‘Collaborators and Investors’. In these arrangements, we would 

also need to agree to a reasonable ‘cost sharing arrangement’ for the development 

of a ‘small dedicated professional team’ (including some highest level professionals 

and retired bureaucrats as ‘Advisory Experts’) for discussions and putting together 

and coordinating the relevant proposals with the above-mentioned entities including 

‘NITI Aayog’ , ‘PMO’, ‘Ministry of New and Renewable Energy’ (‘MNRE’) etc. 

Kindly, message back confirming the earliest feasible ‘Zoom Conference Session’. 



 

Warm Regards  

 

Robin  Grewal    
 

****************************** 

Rabindra (Robin ) Grewal 

( ‘STING' : Cell : +91 98110 41144 ) 

 

************************** 

{ 'STING' : "Strategic Technologies ImplementatioN Group" } 

*************************** 

{ Rabindra ( Robin) S Grewal 

Chairman & CEO 

@ 'STING' & 'IPCast Consortia' } 

 

CONVENER : “CONVERGENCE ‘CONCERTOS’ COSMOS” { “C3” + “B6” } 

 

( 8A, Panchsheel Marg, Chanakyapuri, New Delhi - 110021 ) 

 

( T: +91 1792-292972 ; +91 1792-272028 )+91 1792 - 293 666 / 292-972 

{ E:  sting@stingconsortia.com, r.grewal@stingconsortia.com  

 stingbroadband@yahoo.com ; stingbroadband@gmail.com 
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